More precisely we show that if (A, B) is any compact pair in X, sufficiently nicely em-
p~.~ ~oLr~ product formula of Thom classes. Another application of the formula is given to the Gysin sequences of a Whitney sum of microbtmdles.
I take this opportunity to send my thanks to Professor E. H. Spanicr for his generous help and encouragement during the preparation of this work.
Preliminaries
We keep the notation and terminology in [7] with one exception; all microbundles are assumed to have closed zero sections. This implies no serious loss of generality since any microbundle is isomorphic to an Rq-bundle, and in an Rq-bundle the zero section is automatically closed. (Notice that bundles and microbundles by definition always have trivializing partitions of unity, [7] , sec. 1. By [7] , Lemma 1.1 they always admit locally finite closed trivializing covers of the base. For a bundle this implies immediately that the zero section is closed.) Otherwise our general sources of reference in topology will be [2] and [12] . In accordance with [2] , "normal", "compact", "locally compact", "paracompact" implies "Hausdorff".
Given a topological space X a subset A is called a nondegenerate subset of X if it is closed and the inclusion A c X is a cofibration. It will be convenient to have listed a few basic properties of nondegenerate subsets. Proofs of the following lemmas can be found in [6] or [13] .
LEMMA. Let A be a subset o/a space X. A is nondegenerate i/and only i/there is a/unction r X-~I such that A =r and a de/ormation D: X • I~X relative to A such
that D(r 1) • 1)cA.
L:~MMA. Let A be a nondegenerate subset o/a space X and let p : E ~ B be a/ibration. Let G :X • I~B be a homotopy and h :X • O U A x I~E a partial lifting o/ G. There is a lifting H:X • I-+E o/ G which is an extension o/ h, and any two such are homotopic rel
XxOUAxI.
LEMMA. Let A be a nondegenerate subset o~ a space X. Any local system on A is extendable to a local system on some neighbourhood o/A, and any two extensions are isomorphic on some common subneighbourhood by an isomorphism which is the identity over A.

1] $ is a local system on some neighbourhood o/ A, then lim H(U; $1U)~H(A; $1A)
and lim H*(U; $1U)~H*(A; $1A), the limits taken over all su]/iciently small neighbour-
hoods U. SimilarlY, i/ $ is defined on all o/ X, then lim H(X, U; $)~H(X, A; $) and li.m H*(X, U; S) "~ H*(X, A; S).
In this paper (co-)homology means singular (co-)homology, with coefficients in a fixed principal ideal domain R if not otherwise indicated. A local system on a space X means a local system of R-modules on X, i.e. a contravariant functor from the fundamental groupoid of X to the category of R-modules ( [12] p. 46). In the sequel we shall
briefly write H(A; S), H*(U; S) .... for H(A; $[A), H*(U; S[ U), ....
From Lemma 1.3 follows easily that collapsing a nondegenerate subset of a space X induces an isomorphism H(X, A)~FI(X/A), ef. [6] . In fact the proofs hold under slightly more general conditions: 
LEMMA. Let A be a subset o/ a space X. Assume there is a/unction r X---> I such that A =r and a de/ormation D:(X, A) x I-~(X,
A
Then the collapsing k: (X, A)-->(X/A, -)e ) induces an isomorphism k*; H(X, A)~,I~(X/A).
A space X is an absolute neighbourhood retract if any map from a closed subset of a metrizable space into X can be extended to a neighbourhood of the subset.
Lv.M•A..Let A be a closed subset o/ a metrizable space X. Assume that X and A are absolute neighbourhood retracts. Then A is nondegenerate.
Following are some examples of nondegenerate subsets.
1.6. By a theorem of O. Hanner a (topological) manifold is an absolute neighbourhood retract, [5] , Therefore a closed submanifold of a manifold is nondegenerate.
If (X,
) is arelative CW complex, then A is nondegenerate in X, [12] p. 402.
If ~:X~ELX
is an Rq-bundle and ~o is the associated Sq-bundle ( [7] p. 29), then s~X is nondegenerate in Eoo. In fact if WcX is trivializing for ~o it is easy to construct a map Eoo] W~I which is 0 exactly on sooW and 1 exactly on sW. Gluing together such maps by a partition of unity pulled up from the base give a map r which is 0 exactly on s~X and 1 exactly on sX. Finally s~X is a strong fibre deformation retract of E~o-sX by a deformation D' ( [7] to the dual of the other, and their tensor products 0| and O*| are naturally isomorphic to the standard constant local system R on X. It is also possible (but more laborons) to define the orientation systems directly without using the result that microbundles contain bundles.
If X is a manifold, the orientation systems of the tangent microbundle T(X) will be written O(X) and O*(X). If Xs~ELX is an Rq-microbundle over an n-manifold then E is a q+n-manifold near the zero sections. More precisely there is a bundle neighbourhood V of sX in E which is a q + n-manifold. Therefore we may consider the orientation systems of V. It follows that there is a local system on X which assigns to x the R-module
Hq+n(E, E-x) and to a path class [co] the map Oc~](V) composed with excision isomor-
phisms. This local system is obviously independent of the choice of V and will be denoted s*O(E) (by a slight abuse of notation). There is a similarly defined local system s*O*(E), and one is naturally dual to the other, and their tensor product is naturally isomorphic to R. 
H n+~(E, E-s(x)) ~ H n+~(E[ U, El U-s(x)) ~ H n+q(U • R% U • R~-(x, 0))
~Hn(U, V -x)~Hq(R q, R q -0) ~ Ha(X, X -x)~Hq(I~ q, R q -0) ld | (]Dz *-1
H'(X, X-x)| E~
The composite map is independent of (D and determines an isomorphism of local systems
s*O(E)~O(X)|
The claim then follows.
Note that because of the natural isomorphism O(X)| O*(X)~R the correspondence of Lemma 1.9 also takes the form
8*O(E)| O*(X.) ~ O(ff).
There are similar formulas for the dual local systems.
Let $ and ~7 be local systems ~ on spaces X and Y respectively. The local system r* r* P 15|
2ff on X• Y will be denoted $• Then ($• is naturally isomorphic to S* • 9'*, where * denotes the dual local system, e.g. $* =Horn (S, We write u/z for the image of u| in Hn-~(X, A; $*). The standard properties of slant products with constant coefficients carry automatically over to the operation defined above under reasonable excisiveness conditions, cf, [12] p. 287, properties 1-6. In sections 2 and 4 we will use properties of slant products and cap-and cup products without further reference. 
H(X-B, X-A; S).
We show how to extend the definition in the case where S is flee with one generator, which suffices for our applications. In this case S| $* is naturally isomorphic to R which 
L~MMA. Let/: P~X and g: Q--> Y be quotient maps, and assumeP and X compact. Then / • g: P • Q-> X • Y is a quotient map.
For proofs see [4] , theorems 1.5 and 1.6.
Thom Classes
Given an Rq-microbundle p: X~ELX a Thorn class for p is a cohomology class U EHq(E, E~ p*O*) whose restriction to any
Hq(E[x, E~ p*(O*lx))~Hom (Hq(EIx, E~
Hq(EIx, E~ maps U to the generator corresponding to the identity automorphism on Hq(EIx, E~ ).
We give an elementary proof of the existence and uniqueness of Thom classes.
THE OREM. Any microbundle admits a unique Thorn class.
Proo/. Since the orientation system of the standard trivial microbundle sq: X •176 X • Rq~X is naturally isomorphic to the constant local system Hq(R q, Rq-0), a Thorn class of s q may be considered an element U of
Obviously the class U,q corresponding under the Kiinneth isomorphism to 1 x| idn~(Rq. R*-0> is a Thom class for eq, and the only one. From this follows easily that if/z : X A E L X is a trivial Rq-bundle, then # has exactly one Thom class Us, which is the one corresponding 
O-~Hq(E~ (J E2, E~ U E~2; p*(O* I Wx U W~)) --Ha(E1, ~11; p*(O*] W1)) ~)Hq(E2, E~2; p*(O*[W~)) ~*~Hq(EI N E2, ~ N ~22; Ja*(O* I W1 f) W2)) --Ha+I(E1 U E2, E~I U ~2; P*(O*[W1 (J
Ha(E, E~ p*O*) ~ ttom (Ha(E , E~ p*O), R) ~ Hom (li_m Hq(E I V, E ~ ] V; p*O), R) ~ li.
_m Horn (Hq(E [ F, E~ I V; p*O), R) = lim Hq(E I V, E~ V; p*O*),
the limits taken over all V. Therefore there is a cohomology class U~EHq(E, E~ *) corresponding under these isomorphisms to lim U v, It is obvious that U~ has the properties of a Thom class for p and that it is the only element of Ha(E, E~ p*O*) with these properties. Remark 2. If O*(/z) is isomorphic to the constant local system R on X, then 10"O* is isomorphic to the constant local system R on E. Therefore any isomorphism O*~R defines an isomorphism Hq(E, B0; p*O*)~Hr E0; R). In this case F is orientable over R, and a class U qHq(E,.Eo; R) corresponding to Up is called an orientation class of F (over R). Notice, however, that the orientation class depends on the isomorphism O*~R and that an orientable microbundle may well have infinitely many orientation classes. Therefore, even in the case of an orientable mier0bundle it may be preferable to work with the canonical Thorn class rather than with some arbitrarily chosen orientation class.
It will be convenient to have a short notation for the modules Hr q, Rq-0) and Hq(R q, Rq-0). We agree that single symbols Hq and H a, respectively, shall mean these modules. Following are two examples. to that of A(E, E~ p*$*). The five lemma then applies to show that (I)* is an isomorphism H*(X; O| E;p*$*). If in addition S is finitely generated, then $* can be replaced with $.
If $ is arbitrary, a spectral sequence argument is necessary. There is a spectral se- and/~ over some point x in X and consider the following commutative diagram
(E, E-a,E~)~ (F, F~ (E, E-a!,E D (El, El~ D (-~1, ~) (F~,/~2) c (E~, E~ We have (~* U~ U~)[ (F, F ~ = (~ U~ [ (F, F~ U, [ (F, F~ since (F, F ~ = (F1, F ~ • (F2, F~). But Ut] (F~, Ft) is the canonical generator of
Hq'(F,, F~ Hq~(F,, F~)), 0 qt+qs andso UI[(F 1, ~1)• U21(F~, F2) is the canonicalgenerator of H (F, F~ Hq,+q.(F, F~
Hq'(F1, F~I; Hq,(F~, F~174 F~ Hq,(F2, F~)).
For microbtmdles /z, v whose composite u=~uou is defined there is a natural cup 
. ~ H,(E~; p~*S)-+H,(X; $)~Hn_q,(X; O~|
a~~ ~ id ~ ~ . The corresponding cohomology formula is gotten by duality or is deduced from an even simpler computation. The case i = 2 is the same (except for a possible shift in sign).
... ~ H,(E~ p~ H,(X; S)-~ H,_q(X; 0"| $)-~... where ~he maps v2~ are given by
lvl(z) = ( -1) q' q'~2~z, ~(z) = ~:~z.
Similarly, in the diagrams o/ the Gysin cohomology sequences corresponding maps v2~ are given by
We conclude this section with two illustrations of the use of Theorem 2.5. 
H*(V, V-Y; O*(V)|174 Y-X; p*O*(Y)Qp*O(X))
H*(V, V-X; O*(V)Op*O(X)).
By the excision property
H*(V, V-Y; O*(V)Qp'~O(Y)) is isomorphic to H*(Z, Z-Y; O*(Z)| and H*( V, V -X; 0"(V) @ p*O(X)) is isomorphic to H*(Z, Z -X; O*(Z) | ).
Passing to limits with respect to V therefore defines a cup product
H*(Z, Z-Y; O*(Z)| Y))| Y, Y-X; O*( Y)| H*(Z, Z -X; O*(Z) | since lim H*(V, Y-X; p~O*(Y)Qp*O(X))=H*(Y, Y-X; O*(Y)Qp~O(X)). (This follows
from the five lemma and the fact that Y is taut in Z with respect to any local system.)
By corollary 2.6 we have the relation Uzx = Uzr'-: Urx. Crx~ =Sq~Urx.
Then Theorem 2.5 and the Cartan formula give the Whitney duality theorem w,(r) [ X = Z ~,~w,(X), k >10.
|+/-k Our main application of Theorem 2.5 (or its corollary) will be to the S-duality theorem. We first make a digression on proper fibre homotopy equivalence.
Proper fibre homotopy type
In this section we are concerned with Rq-bundles (of different dimensions) and their associated sphere bundles. As usual a bundle map ~' is required to respect zero sections although this particular aspect is not important here, i.e. the definitions work without that restriction and give equivalent results. The following is easily verified. 
LEMMA. Let ~, ~' be Rq-: Rq'.bundles over X, X', respectively, and let (A, B), (A', B') be closed pairs in X, X'. There is a natural relative homeomorphism o/pointed spaces T~• B)x (A', B'))-> T~(A, B)A T~.(A', B'). I/A and A' are locally compact or i/ A or A' is compact this correspondence is a homeomorphism.
Proo/. 
E+ x E'~-~ (E+[ im s+) >< (E'~/im s~)-~ (E+/im s+) A (E'~] im ss
sending E:r x im s~ U im s~ • E~ to the base point, Therefore we also have a natural continuous bijection 
Ec~xE'~[(Ecr • im s'~) U (ims:c•
LEMMA. Let ~, ~' be Rq-bundles over a space X, and suppose ~, ~' are properly fibre homotopy equivalent. Then T~(A, B) and Ti,(A, B) are homotopy equivalent for any closed pair (A, B) in X.
This follows easily from the definition of proper fibre homotopy equivalence together with Lemma 3.1.
Finally define an R q-and an Rq'-bundle with common base to be stably fibre homotopy equivalent or J-equivalent if for some integers n, n'~>0 ~| n and ~'@e n" are properly fibre homotopy equivalent. Then, from 3. Conversely, any fibre homotopy equivalence of the bounding sphere bundles of ~@e "+1
and ~'$e ~'+1 extends radially to a fibre homotopy equivalence of (~(~s~)~c and (~'@e~')~c.
Collapsing fibre boundaries gives a fibre homotopy equivalence of (~ @ e" +1)0o and (~' @ e n '+l)Qo respecting c~-sections, and therefore a proper fibre homotopy equivalence of ~@e,+l and ~, Sen'+1. Thus ~ and ~' are stably fibre homotopy equivalent.
We have defined the Thom spaces T~ (A, B) for an Rq-bundle ~. If B is nicely imbedded in A, then T~(A, B) reflects the homology properties of the bundle pair (~ I A, ~ I B).
LE~I~IA. Let ~: X ~ EL X be an Rq-bundle and A a nondegenerate subset o/X. The collapsing (E~o, im soo U E~IA)-~(T~(X, A), -)e ) induces isomorphisms in homology (constant coe//icients ).
Proo]. If A is empty the claim follows from Lemma 1.4 since im s~o is nondegenerate in Eo~. Assume that A is nonempty and write im s~o=Xoo, s~oA=Ao~. Then Aoo is nondegenerate in Xoo, and so there is a map r X~o-+I which is 0 exactly on A and a deforma- 
(E+, X+ U E+]A)-+(E+/X+ U E~IA, ++)
induce an isomorphism in homology.
Note that although we have not proved Xoo U Eo~IA nondegenerate in E~ (which is probably true), the proof shows that after collapsing Xoo U Eool A the base point ~-is 3.11. Let X be a compact manifold with boundary X, and let DX be its double.
Then DX is a compact manifold without boundary containing X and a copy X_ of X, When X1, X 2 have S-type of finite OW-complexes, the existence of an n-duality map for X1, X s implies that X1 and X s are n-duals in the sense of S-theory ( [11] p. 3601 [12] p. 462).
Before stating the S-duality theorem for microbundles observe that the definitions and properties of Rq-bundles in this section carry automatically over to microbundles (with some care about the naturality properties) by the mierobundle representation theorem.
The S-dnollty Theorem
The aim of this section is tO prove the following Here a g-manifold means a topological manifold with trivial stable tangent microbundle.
To simplify the presentation of the proof of Theorem 4.1 first recall that the Them space of a microbundle is defined by a representing bundle. Therefore we may without loss of generality assume that ;Ul, ;us are actually bundles; say ;u 1 is an Rq'-bundle and ;us an Rq'-bundle. Also we may as well assume that T(X)@;Ul(~;Us is properly fibre homotopy trivial since additional trivial bundles can be absorbed in ;us without changing its Them spaces except for suspensions (Corollary 3.3). Finally, to obtain maximum clarity we carry through the proof in detail in the absolute case (A, B) = X, O) and then make the necessary additional remarks for the relative case. Of course, in the absolute case we must assume X compact.
Thus, let X be a compact q-dimensional manifold, and let ;ut, ;U2 be an R q'-, respectively an Rq'-bundle. Assume that the (microbundle) Whitney sum ~(X)(~fll(~;U s is properly fibre homotopy trivial. Consider the composite microbundle ;U = T(X)o (;Ul • ;U : X 2* E1 X E2 P' X with s=(s 1 xs2)oA , p =prlo(p 1 xp2 ). By Corollary 3.7 in [7] , ;U is isomorphic to z(X) ~ A*(;Ul X ;U2) ~ z(X) (~;Ul (~;U2' hence ;U is properly fibre homotopy trivial. Therefore there is a bundle neighbourhood W of sX in E 1 x E 2 and a fibrewise proper bundle map W~XxRQ, Q=q+ql+qs (1) which is a fibre homotopy equivalence by proper fibre homotopies. By Lemma 3.3 this extends uniquely to a bundle map
which is fibre homotopy equivalence of pairs. Observe also that this map sends W ~ into X • (R Q, R Q-0) and in fact defines a fibre homotopy equivalence of pairs
Since Pl • is a bundle, (E x x Es)oo and (s 1 xs~)oo is well defined, and (1) defines a continuous map (El x E2)~-,-X x 5'~ (4)
which equals (1) on W and maps (E 1 x El)00-W onto X xco. Since im(8 1 x 82)00 is certainly outside W, (4) can be considered a map of pairs ((E i x E2)00, im(s i x s2)00)~X x (S Q, co).
Composing with the projection map gives %b' : ((E i x Es)00, im(si x ss)00)-~(S Q, co), (6) and collapsing im (s i x ss)00 defines
~: (T,.x~.. ,)-,(St co). (7)
In the same way one gets a map r (Elo o, im si00) • (Es00, im s200)-~ (S ~, co)
which is an extension of (1) But this image is clearly U~.
The extension of the proofs above to the relative case requires little new. We show how to modify the map r Note that the assumptions are as before (except that X need not be compact) so that we still have the maps (1)- (8) . In particular we get from (6) by restriction a map ((E 1 x E~)o~I A x A', (s 1 x s~)ooA x A')->(S ~ ~o).
Secondly we note that the zero section sX of # and nothing else is mapped by (6) 
